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Abstract: This paper describes different types of Neural Network, its various characteristics and applications. 

The processing of neural network is similar to human brain and it is composed of huge number of 

interconnected elements  

(neurons) which are under processing. The problem is solved in parallel manner. Neural networks are nothing 

but combination of artificial and real things, alternate meaning is the computer aided modeling and nervous 

system (Human brain).neural networks have features to extract information from imprecise and complicated 

data, to get patterns, to detect trends that are complex to human brain and computer technology. A good neural 

network is expert in to analyse complex data.  One of the  use of neural network is used in video processing, 

video recognition, to extract the features from video, live steaming and video uploading and downloading and 

depends on application the type of neural network will be selected such as  Artificial Neural Network (ANN), 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Feed Forward Network (FFN). 
 

Index Terms - Neural Network, Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN), Feed Forward Network (FFN). 

I. Neural Network: 

A neural network is a system or circuit of neurons, or in a cutting edge sense, a fake neural system, made out of 

counterfeit neurons or nodes. Thus a neural system is either a natural neural system, made up of genuine organic neurons, 

or a fake neural system, for fathoming AI issues. The associations of the natural neuron are demonstrated as loads. A 
positive weight mirrors an excitatory association, while negative qualities mean inhibitory associations. All sources of 

info are altered by a load and summed. This action is eluded as a straight blend. . The processing of neural network is 

similar to human brain and it is composed of huge number of interconnected elements  
(neurons) which are under processing. The problem is solved in parallel manner. Neural networks are nothing but 

combination of artificial and real things, alternate meaning is the computer aided modeling and nervous system (Human 

brain).neural networks have features to extract information from imprecise and complicated data, to get patterns, to detect 

trends that are complex to human brain and computer technology. A good neural network is expert in to analyse complex 

data 

II.  Neural Network Formation  
 

The linkages between nodes are the most critical finding in an ANN. We will return to "how to discover the heaviness 
of every linkage" in the wake of talking about the expansive system. The main known qualities in the above outline are 

the information sources. Lets call the contributions as I1, I2 and I3, Hidden states as H1,H2.H3 and H4, Outputs as O1 

and O2. The loads of the linkages can be indicated with following documentation:  

W(I1H1) is the heaviness of linkage somewhere in the range of node I1 and node H1. 
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Fig1: Neural Network’s Input, Hidden and Output Node 

 

III.  Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

A Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a computational model dependent on the structure and elements of natural neural 

systems. Data that courses through the system influences the structure of the ANN in light of the fact that a neural system 
changes - or learns, as it were - in view of that information and yield. ANNs are viewed as nonlinear measurable 

information displaying instruments where the intricate connections among sources of info and yields are demonstrated or 

designs are found [2]. 

An ANN has a few favorable circumstances yet a standout amongst the most perceived of these is the way that it can 
really gain from watching informational collections. Along these lines, ANN is utilized as an irregular capacity estimation 

device [3]. These kinds of devices help gauge the most financially savvy and perfect strategies for touching base at 

arrangements while characterizing processing capacities or conveyances. ANN takes information tests as opposed to 

whole informational collections to land at arrangements, which spares both time and cash. ANNs are viewed as genuinely 
straightforward scientific models to upgrade existing information investigation advancements.  ANNs have three layers 

that are interconnected. The principal layer comprises of info neurons. Those neurons send information on to the second 

layer, which thus sends the yield neurons to the third layer. Preparing a counterfeit neural system includes browsing 

permitted models for which there are a few related algorithms 

An ANN has a few favorable circumstances yet a standout amongst the most perceived of these is the way that it can 

really gain from watching informational collections. Along these lines, ANN is utilized as an irregular capacity estimation 

device. These kinds of devices help gauge the most financially savvy and perfect strategies for touching base at 
arrangements while characterizing processing capacities or conveyances. ANN takes information tests as opposed to 

whole informational collections to land at arrangements, which spares both time and cash. ANNs are viewed as genuinely 

straightforward scientific models to upgrade existing information investigation advancements.. 

Advantages of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

a. Natural Learning  

Neural systems can adapt naturally. This implies a fake neural system's yields aren't restricted completely by data sources 

and results given to them at first by a specialist framework. Fake neural systems can sum up their data sources. This 

capacity is important for apply autonomy and example acknowledgment frameworks.  

b. Nonlinear Data Processing  

Nonlinear frameworks have the ability of discovering alternate routes to achieve computationally costly arrangements. 

These frameworks can likewise induce associations between information focuses, instead of hanging tight for records in 

an information source to be unequivocally connected. This nonlinear alternate route component is sustained into 

counterfeit neural systems administration, which makes it significant in business enormous information investigation.  
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c. Adaptation to internal failure  

Fake neural systems have the potential for high adaptation to internal failure. At the point when these systems are scaled 

over different machines and various servers, they can course around missing information or servers and hubs that can't 

impart.  

d. Self-Repair  

Counterfeit neural systems can accomplish more than directing around parts of the system that never again work. On the 

off chance that they are requested discovering explicit information that is never again imparting, these counterfeit neural 

systems can recover a lot of information by induction and help in deciding the hub that isn't working. This attribute is 

helpful for systems that require advising their clients about the present condition of the system and successfully results in 

a self-troubleshooting and diagnosing system. 

Application of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

1. Nonlinear framework recognizable proof and control (vehicle control, process control),  

2. Game-playing and basic leadership (backgammon, chess, hustling),  

3. Pattern acknowledgment (radar frameworks, confront recognizable proof, object acknowledgment),  
4. Sequence acknowledgment (motion, discourse, written by hand message acknowledgment),  

5. Medical determination,  

6. Financial applications, information mining (or learning disclosure in databases, "KDD"),  

7. Visualization and email spam sifting.  
 

For instance, it is conceivable to make a semantic profile of client's interests rising up out of pictures prepared for article 

recognition 
 

IV.  A Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) 

 

A Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) is a class of counterfeit neural system where associations between hubs 

shape a coordinated chart along a grouping. This enables it to display transient unique conduct for a period 

grouping. Not at all like feed forward neural systems, RNNs can utilize their interior state (memory) to process 

groupings of sources of info. This makes them material to assignments, for example, unsegmented, associated 

penmanship recognition or discourse recognition. 

The expression "Recurrent Neural Network" is utilized aimlessly to allude to two expansive classes of 

systems with a comparative general structure, where one is limited drive and the other is vast motivation. The 

two classes of systems show worldly unique behavior. A limited motivation repetitive system is a coordinated 

non-cyclic chart that can be unrolled and supplanted with an entirely feed forward neural system, while an 

unending drive intermittent system is a coordinated cyclic diagram that cannot be unrolled. 

Advantages of Recurrent Neural Networks 

a. Store Information  

The RNN can utilize the input association. That is to store data after some time in type of enactments. This 

capacity is critical for some applications. In the intermittent systems are depicted that they have some type of 

memory.  

b. Learn Sequential Data  

The RNN can deal with successive information of subjective length. On the left, the default FFN is indicated 

which can simply process one settled size contribution to one settled size yield. With the repetitive 

methodology likewise one too much, numerous to one and numerous to numerous contributions to yields are 

conceivable. 
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Applications of Recurrent Neural Networks 

1. Machine Translation 

2. Robot control 

3. Time arrangement prediction 

4. Discourse recognition 

5. Time arrangement peculiarity detection 

6. Mood learning 

7. Music composition 

8. Syntax learning 

9. Penmanship recognition 

10. Human activity recognition 

11. Protein Homology Detection 

 

V.  Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 

Convolutional Neural Networks exploit nearby spatial cognizance in the information (frequently pictures), 

which enable them to have less loads as a few parameters are shared. This procedure, appearing as 

convolutions, makes them particularly appropriate to separate significant data at a low computational expense. 

A convolutional neural system (CNN, or ConvNet) is a class of profound neural systems, most generally 

connected to examining visual symbolism.  

CNNs utilize a variety of multilayer perceptrons intended to require insignificant preprocessing.[1] They are 

otherwise called move invariant or space invariant artificial neural networks (SIANN), in light of their common 

loads engineering and interpretation invariance characteristics.[2][3] 

Convolutional systems were motivated by natural processes[4] in that the availability design between 

neurons looks like the association of the creature visual cortex. Individual cortical neurons react to boosts just 

in a limited area of the visual field known as the responsive field. The responsive fields of various neurons 

incompletely cover with the end goal that they cover the whole visual field.  

CNNs utilize generally little pre-handling contrasted with other picture order calculations. This implies the 

system learns the channels that in conventional calculations were hand-built. This autonomy from earlier 

learning and human exertion in highlight configuration is a noteworthy preferred standpoint. 

 

Advantages of Convolutional Neural Networks 

The principle inspiration driving the rise of CNNs in profound learning situations has been to address a 

significant number of the impediments that conventional neural systems confronted when connected to those 

issues. At the point when utilized in zones like picture grouping, conventional completely associated neural 

systems just don't scale well because of their disproportionally expansive number of associations. CNNs bring a 

couple of new thoughts that add to enhance the effectiveness of profound neural systems. We should investigate 

a couple of those a portion of the major standards utilized by CNNs:  

a. Sparse Representations  

We should expect that you are taking a shot at a picture order issue that includes the examination of huge 

pictures that are a large number of pixels in size. A conventional neural system will display the information 

utilizing grid augmentation tasks that include each info and each parameter which results effectively in several 

billions of calculations. Keep in mind that CNNs depend on convolution activities between and input and a 

piece tensors? All things considered, notably, the bit in convolution capacities will in general be radically littler 

than the info which streamlines the quantity of calculations required to prepare the model or to make forecasts. 

In our example situation, a potential CNN calculation will concentrate just on applicable highlights of the 

information picture requiring less parameters to use in the convolution. The outcome could be a couple of 

billion activities littler and more proficient than customary completely associated neural systems.  
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b. Parameter Sharing  

Another imperative improvement procedure utilized in CNNs is known as parameter sharing. Adroitly, 

parameter sharing basically alludes to the way that CNNs will in general reuse similar parameters crosswise 

over various capacities in the profound neural system. All the more explicitly, parameter sharing involves that 

the load parameters will be utilized on each situation of the info which will enable the model to get familiar 

with a solitary arrangement of loads once rather than an alternate set for each capacity. Parameter partaking in 

CNNs ordinarily results on monstrous reserve funds in memory contrasted with conventional models.  

c. Equivariance  

Equivariance is my most loved property of CNNs and one that can be viewed as a particular kind of parameter 

sharing. Thoughtfully, a capacity can be viewed as equivariance if, upon an adjustment in the information, a 

comparative change is reflected in the yield. Utilizing a scientifically classification, a capacity f(x) is 

considered equivariant to a capacity g() if f(g(x))= g(f(x)). Things being what they are, convolutions are 

equivariant to numerous information change tasks which implies that we can foresee how explicit changes in 

the information will be reflected in the yield. 

 

Application of Convolutional Neural Networks 

1. Image recognition 

CNNs are regularly utilized in Image recognition frameworks. In 2012 a error rate of 0.23 percent on the 

MNIST database was reported.[2] Another paper on utilizing CNN for picture arrangement announced that 

the learning procedure was "shockingly quick"; in a similar paper, the best distributed outcomes starting at 

2011 were accomplished in the MNIST database and the NORB database.Subsequently, a comparative 

CNN called AlexNet won the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2012.   

At the point when connected to facial acknowledgment, CNNs accomplished a substantial decline in 

blunder rate. Another paper revealed a 97.6 percent acknowledgment rate on "5,600 still pictures of more 

than 10 subjects".[4] CNNs were utilized to survey video quality in a target route after manual preparing; 

the subsequent framework had a low root mean square error. 

2. Video analysis 

Contrasted with picture information spaces, there is generally little work on applying CNNs to video order. 

Video is more mind boggling than pictures since it has another (worldly) measurement. Nonetheless, a few 

augmentations of CNNs into the video space have been investigated. One methodology is to regard reality 

as equal components of the information and perform convolutions in both time and space.Another route is 

to intertwine the highlights of two convolutional neural systems, one for the spatial and one for the transient 

stream[6]. Long momentary memory (LSTM) repetitive units are normally consolidated after the CNN to 

represent between edge or between clasp conditions. Unsupervised learning plans for preparing spatio-

worldly highlights have been presented, in view of Convolutional Gated Restricted Boltzmann Machines 

and Independent Subspace Analysis.  

3. Natural Language Processing 

CNNs have likewise been investigated for common dialect preparing. CNN models are viable for different 

NLP issues and accomplished astounding outcomes in semantic parsing; seek question recovery, sentence 

demonstrating, grouping, expectation and other traditional NLP (tasks). 

 

VI. Conclusion and Discussion 

When we process the huge data with the help of neural networks special video frames. Depends 

on processing input and application discuss above appropriate neural netwok has to be selected.  

In a blended CNN and RNN engineering the positive highlights of a RNN are utilized to enhance the 

CNN[10]. Liang and Hu are depicting engineering for article identification in (6) and in (2) a comparative 
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design for scene naming is proposed. The  system is called RCNN[11].While moving from image to video 

examination with CNNs, the multifaceted nature of the assignment is expanded by the expansion into the 

fleeting measurement. This measurement can be handled by presenting 3D convolutions, extra multi-outline 

optical stream pictures, or RNNs. The designs can be part into models delicate to neighborhood or 

worldwide movement. Neighborhood strategies catch a shorter timeframe and are suited to distinguish e.g., 

signals, while worldwide techniques length a bigger time interim and can catch an arrangement of activities. 
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